Abstract. A class of formulas called factored negation normal form is introduced. They are closely related to BDDs, but there is a DPLL-like tableau procedure for computing them that operates in PSPACE.Ordered factored negation normal form provides a canonical representation for any boolean function. Reduction strategies are developed that provide a unique reduced factored negation normal form. These compilation techniques work well with negated form as input, and it is shown that any logical formula can be translated into negated form in linear time.
Introduction
The last decade has seen a virtual explosion of applications of propositional logic. One emerging technique is knowledge compilation: preprocessing the underlying propositional theory. While knowledge compilation is intractable, it is done once, in an off-line phase, with the goal of making frequent on-line queries efficient. This paper is primarily concerned with off-line compilation.
Horn clauses, binary decision diagrams (BDDs), ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs), tries, and sets of prime implicates/implicants have all been proposed as targets of such compilation-see, for example, [2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 16, 17] . Decomposable negation normal form (DNNF) is a class of formulas studied by Darwiche [4, 5] . They are linkless, in negation normal form (NNF), and have the property that atoms are not shared across conjunctions. There are other target languages that employ NNF, although most research has restricted attention to conjunctive normal form (CNF). This may be because the structure of NNF formulas can be surprisingly complex. A comprehensive analysis of that structure can be found in [12] and in [13] . That analysis includes operations on NNF formulas that facilitate the use of NNF in systems.
Each of these potential target languages has both advantages and disadvantages. For example, DNNF is well suited for consequence testing and for finding minimal cardinality models. On the other hand, often a graph structure is employed that is not amenable to construction in PSPACE. The graph structure used by reduced BDDs has this same shortcoming. Even when the final result is small, there may be intermediate stages in the construction of such a BDD that are exponentially large. One nice feature of BDDs is that imposing an ordering on the variables (OBDDs) provides a canonical representation of every boolean function. Even with a fixed atom ordering, this is not the case for DNNF.
In this paper, several normal forms are developed, all based on tree representations of formulas rather than graphs. The first is negated form (NF), which uses only three binary connectives, ∧, ∨, ⇔, and all negations are at the atomic level. Moreover, it can be obtained from any logical formula in linear time and space. Also developed is factored negation normal form (FNNF), which is closely related to BDDs. Restricting the order of the variables produces ordered factored negation normal form (OFNNF), closely related to OBDDs. Redundancies can be removed to produce reduced ordered factored negation normal form (ROFNNF), closely related to ROBDDs. The main difference between BDDs and FNNF is that the former are graph-based representations, while the latter are tree-based.
The size of a tree is typically exponential in the size of its branches. In theorem proving, the space of all deductions is often conveniently represented as a tree. Linear procedures such as Davis-Putnam-Logeman-Loveland (DPLL) are relatively efficient with memory by keeping only one branch in memory at a time. A DPLL-like procedure that stores a tree with polynomial branches offline thus requires only PSPACE for construction of the tree. This applies to FNNF formulas, and they can indeed be computed in PSPACE. Since ROBDDs typically employ structure sharing, they cannot be computed in PSPACE. The OFNNF formulas can also be computed in PSPACE and, in addition, there is a canonical OFNNF representation (modulo the ordering) of any boolean function.
A DPLL-like procedure for computing FNNF is described that can be seen as a strengthening of the KE tableau system [11, 1] with the requirement that "enough" cuts be performed. Imposing an order on the cuts yields OFNNF. Even though the procedure can be viewed as a tableau procedure, it can be augmented by many standard inference techniques taken from other paradigms.
The techniques introduced for computing these normal forms can be regarded as knowledge compilation techniques. They work well with NF as input; because of the generality and space efficiency of NF, it is henceforth assumed that input formulas are always in NF. The NF class of formulas is developed in Section 2.1. In that same section it is shown that any logical formula can be translated into negated form in linear time. In Section 2.2, DNNF is described. FNNF is a subclass of DNNF that is developed and proved to be unique in Section 2.3. A tableau-based compilation procedure that produces FNNF and operates in PSPACE is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents reduction techniques and a proof of the uniqueness of RFFNF. Proofs are omitted and can be found in [15] .
Negated Form and Factored Negation Normal Form
Given arbitrary propositional formulas F, G, and S, let atoms(F) denote the atom set of F, and let the expression S[G/F] represent the result of replacing each occurrence of F as a subformula of S with G. The following simplification rules will be used throughout this paper; they are stated up to commutativity. Assume that F and G are arbitrary subformulas of S; p is an atom. We use ⇔ to denote the biconditional and ≡ to denote (meta-level) logical equivalence. The rules are familiar; for example, SR1 is DeMorgan's laws.
Negated Form
A logical formula is said to be in negated form (NF) if it contains variables plus the logical constants 0 and 1, if the only binary connectives are ∧, ∨, and ⇔, and if all negations are at the atomic level. Negated form differs from NNF (negation normal form) in that ⇔ is allowed. In particular, an NF formula without occurrences of ⇔ is in NNF.
The next lemma is obvious.
Lemma 1. Applications of the simplification rules produce equivalent formulas and preserve both negated form and negation normal form.
Theorem 1. Any propositional logical formula (with arbitrary binary connectives) can be transformed into negated form in linear time.
Henceforward, assume that, unless otherwise stated, NF formulas have been simplified with rules SR5-SR7 (the ones that remove truth constants). Thus, unless otherwise stated, the only NF formulas containing truth constants are 0 and 1 themselves. The notation N F (S) will be used to denote an NF equivalent of a formula S that has been so simplified.
Decomposable Negation Normal Form
An NNF formula F (possibly containing boolean constants) is said to be in decomposable negation normal form (DNNF) if F satisfies the decomposability property:
i.e., no two conjuncts of α share an atom. Observe that a DNNF formula is necessarily linkless since a literal and its complement cannot be conjoined-after all, they share the same atom. The structure of formulas in DNNF is much simpler than the more general NNF. Moreover, since DNNF formulas are link-free, many operations can be performed efficiently with respect to the size of the DNNF formula. A good reference for DNNF is [5] . The relationship between DNNF and full dissolvents is explored in [14] ; that paper also provides simplifications for some results in [5] .
Factored Negation Normal Form
This section introduces factored negation normal form (FNNF) and ordered factored negation normal form (OFNNF), the latter of which is a canonical representation of any logical formula (modulo a given variable ordering). In particular, while negated form is very convenient, it is not required for the definition or for the structure theorems of FNNF. However, simplification rules that eliminate constants are necessary. The rules SR1-SR9 are for negated form, but the extensions if other logical connectives are present are easily obtainable.
Given any logical formula G and atom p, the Shannon expansion of G with respect to p, SE(G, p), is the formula (
This rule is often used for computing normal forms, and it is central to the computation of BDDs [2] . In [14] the rule appears as semantic factoring. It is easy to see that G is logically equivalent to SE(G, p) (even if p does not occur in G!). Note that the Shannon expansion of a formula in negated form is also in negated form.
. Shannon expansion of this formula with respect to p (with simplification) yields
Let SIM P (G) denote the result of iteratively simplifying G with SR5-SR8; the Shannon expansion together with SIM P is then sufficient to define factored negation normal form: Let L = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a set of atoms. Given a formula F with atoms(F) ⊆ L, define F N N F (F, L) recursively as follows:
If p i is chosen to be the atom in L with maximal subscript, then the resulting FNNF is ordered factored negation normal form, denoted OF N N F (F, L).
• The FNNF of any tautology (contradiction) is the constant 1 (0).
may be regarded as a binary tree with root 1, whose subtrees are rooted at p and ¬p, whose other nodes are literals, and whose parent relation is conjunction. Due to SR8, no leaf has a leaf sibling. An atom occurs only once on a branch; thus F N N F (F, L) is linkless and in DNNF.
• All irrelevant variables -i.e., variables whose truth values are irrelevant to the truth value of the formula -that are processed after the last relevant variable is processed will not appear in OF N N F (F, L). The same thing happens with FNNF in subtrees in which irrelevant variables are processed at the end. Theorem 2 below states that OFNNF yields a unique representation of any logical formula when it is computed for a given atom set in a given order. That is, if
In general, we write F . = G when F is syntactically identical to G. The next lemma is trivial, but the observation is useful.
Lemma 2. If F is a logical formula with p not occurring in F, then SE(F, p) = (p ∧ F) ∨ (¬p ∧ F). Moreover, if F is logically equivalent to G and if γ is 1 or 0, then F[γ/p] ≡ G[γ/p], whether or not p occurs in either F or in G.
Theorem 2. Let F 1 and F 2 be logically equivalent formulas with atom sets L 1 and L 2 , and let
A Tableau Procedure for Computing FNNF
In this section, a PSPACE tableau procedure for computing the FNNF of a given formula with respect to a given atom set is developed. Shannon expansion is closely related to D'Agostino and Mondadori's KE tableaux [1, 11] . Recall that the rules of KE tableaux, in the NNF case, consist of atomic cut and α-and β-rules, as depicted in Fig. 1 (top) . The notation follows Smullyan's well-known uniform notation for propositional formulas.
These rules are too restrictive for our purpose, because negative premises must be literals. Instead Massacci's simplification rules [10] are used (Fig. 1,  middle) . We call them formula simplification rules. The formula simplification rules are applicable to arbitrary formulas including ⇔, not only to β-formulas. In contrast to standard tableaux, some of these rules are destructive; this is indicated by enclosing in parentheses those premises that are deleted after rule application. This is justified: In each case the deleted premise is implied by the remaining premise and the conclusion.
The formula simplification rules subsume the KE β-rules since the truth functional simplification rules (SR1-SR9) are always applied to new formulas (for details see [15] ). Nevertheless, these rules alone do not produce FNNF. The problem is that the SIM P rules must be applied to the tableaux itself, not just within formulas. To this end define the additional FNNF Tableaux Rules depicted schematically in Fig. 1 (bottom) , where B stands for a partial (possibly empty) tableau branch.
Observe that all of these rules are destructive. Under these rules, a saturated FNNF tableau is regarded as an FNNF formula. In other words, the tableau structure corresponds exactly to the formula structure: branches correspond to conjunctions and branch points to disjunctions.
The five FNNF rules lift, respectively, SR5 (∨), SR6 (∧), SR6 (∨), SR5 (∧), and SR8 (∨) to the tableau level. (SR8 for conjunction is not required, see below).
Formally, the FNNF tableau procedure works on a formula in NF and applies the simplification and FNNF rules exhaustively in the following precedence order: first truth functional simplification and tautology elimination, then the α-rule, then the formula simplification rules, and finally the cut rule. Call the result a saturated FNNF tableau. Clearly, in a saturated FNNF tableau, all nodes are literals or else the entire tree reduces to 1 or to 0.
An OFNNF tableaux is defined analogously to OFNNF formulas: The cut rule must be applied to an atom with maximal index. Theorem 3. If T is a saturated OFNNF tableau for F and L with atoms(F) ⊆ L, then T * is the OFNNF of F with respect to L. In particular, the OFNNF tableau procedure is sound and complete for NF formulas.
With a standard depth-first backtracking strategy, this tableau procedure gives a PSPACE algorithm for computing OFNNF for a given NF formula and atom set.
Sibling Reduction
The FNNF of a formula is typically exponential in size, and so eliminating redundancies can be beneficial. One way to do this is by sibling reduction, which is based on the following observation: If the Shannon expansion of F with respect to p is SE (F, p) 
means that the truth value of F is unaffected by the truth value of p. Observe that this is unlikely to be easily detectable unless the variables are ordered; i.e., unless we are dealing with OFNNF.
Consider now what this condition means in the OFNNF tree of F. First, in light of Theorem 2, the two subtrees descending from p and ¬p are identical. More importantly, one of these subtrees may be removed, as may both p and ¬p. This process of removing identical sibling subtrees is called sibling reduction.
The tree that results from repeated applications of sibling reduction until there are no identical sibling subtrees is called the reduced factored negation normal form (ROFNNF), and we write ROF N N F (F, L), where L is an ordered list of atoms that contains all the atoms of F. A few observations are in order.
Remark 2.
• If the sibling subtrees descending from every occurrence of p and ¬p are identical, then p is redundant in the entire formula.
• If L is the atom set of F, ordered so that all redundant atoms appear after the non-redundant atoms, then the redundant atoms will be removed by SIM P (SR5 and SR6).
• Sibling reduction can be applied to logically equivalent descendents of p and ¬p, but this is co-NP complete.
• Hashing is often employed with BDDs. Construction of the hash function is merely overhead and comparing hash values is essentially constant time. But checking collisions is linear in the subtree sizes, which may in turn be exponential in the size of the input formula.
There may be many identical sibling subtrees in an OFNNF tree. Applying sibling reduction to subtrees of a larger subtree that is identical to its sibling could render the larger siblings no longer identical. It may therefore be surprising that reduced factored negation normal form is unique.
Theorem 4. Let F 1 and F 2 be logically equivalent formulas with atom sets L 1 and
Recall Remark 1: Irrelevant variables processed at the end do not appear in the OFNNF of a formula. Note that, if p is an irrelevant variable, after the Shannon expansion on p, the two subtrees will necessarily be logically equivalent. As a result, when the OFNNF is constructed, the two subtrees will be identical. Thus p will be eliminated from the ROFNNF. In particular, all irrelevant variables will be eliminated from the ROFNNF, regardless of the order in which they are processed.
Linear reductions
Recall that the FNNF operation can be regarded as tableaux with atomic cut and simplification, as described by Massacci [10] . In that and in other investigations, Massacci observed that simplification should always be applied whenever possible in a tableau proof. That is, it cannot hurt and will sometimes provide an exponential speedup at polynomial cost. The view here is that simplification is itself only one of several techniques that may be applied within a tableau setting. Any inference, deduction, rewrite, or simplification technique may be employed prior to a new tableau branching step. (In the extreme, the root of the initial tableaux can always be closed by invoking a theorem-prover on its formulas.)
There is no way to know in advance whether logical inference or decomposition via tableau branching will be more efficient. However, an inference is called a linear reduction operation (;) if it introduces no new branches, does not grow the formula set, and can be done in polynomial time. Examples include Massacci's simplification, unit resolution and subsumption, and unit dissolution.
The use of linear reductions will introduce overhead but is guaranteed to produce some offsetting savings, even when the desired output is simply FNNF or OFNNF and not ROFNNF. In the worst case, a Shannon expansion step is proportional in cost to the size of the formula to which it is applied. So a reduction in size will always yield some benefit. But for ROFNNF, linear reductions also have the potential to make the recognition of identical sibling subtrees immediate.
One simple case is when the variable chosen for expansion, p, does not occur in the formula being expanded, G; the left and right subtrees are clearly identical. Detecting this when p does occur in G is in general intractable, but linear reductions sometimes do this.
In Fig. 2 (left) , if p occurs only in G, p is redundant. This becomes evident only after unit dissolution on q and ¬q removes G and thus every occurrence of p from the branch. Somewhat more subtle opportunities are possible. Suppose a branch has the formulas shown in Fig. 2 on the right. Suppose further that ¬q occurs in G. None of the various NC-resolution options involving q and ¬q are linear reductions. However, we may dissolve on these formulas using the Prawitz Rule [13] , producing an equivalent formula of equal size, shown on the right.
